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L
Failure, What Haiti Prepared For, or What They Were Dealt
What defines success? What does it mean to win? What does it mean to lose? These
are all things that are relative. For instances a fifty year old may be happy with running a
five or six minute mile, but a collegiate runner will be disappointed with running five minute
mile splits for a five orten kilometer race. The point of this is that it is all ones perspective.
The fifty year old is out of his prime and may be out of shape, while the collegiate runner is
near his prime and eat, sleeps, and breaths running. With this said it might be a little harsh
to call the Haitian revolution a failure especially with the standards of the American
Revolution in mind. Also one may look at the circumstances in which the Haitian revolution
was under in comparison to the American Revolution. This then brings up another question,
did they prepare? John wooden, arguably one of the greatest collegiate basketball coaches
ever, said, "Failure to prepare is preparing to fail"l.
The point of a revolution is to better the revolting group by either freedom in some
form or to in place 'better' rules that the revolting group insists to enhance one's life. The
problem with defining success in a revolution that is successful at overthrowing their
oppressor is that at least one goal, if not their main goal is achieved. So, is it a failure if that
is the only achievement? What about if the standard of living is less, or your country is
extremely poor? This question is a tough one to decide, but one has to look at if the
revolution bettered the country as a whole, not just one person. lt is easy to say that just
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because all slaves were freed that it was a success, but we need to look past this. We need
to look at economics, people's standard of living, and the progression in which people have
been able to enhance their lives.
St. Domingue, prior to august of L791,, was simply just a colony of the French. This
was not just any colony of France; it was their prized possession. lt was a 'gold mine' only
the mine was a plantation, and the gold was sugar. After their start up the plantations were
virtually a money tree as their labor was free because it was slave labor. As a matter of fact
the little island had over 430,000 slaves by 1789 and its white population was only around
30,0002. lt is no wonder that this tiny colony produced much of Europe's demand for their
addiction to sugar. Haiti was the most profitable colony during this time. As a matter of fact
this new money was being funneled into France quicker than people could imagine. Those
who had stock or some share in this cash crop became rich overnight if they played their
cards right. This was a good deal for those who were not slaves or cheap labor who refined
these products. This was also a good deal for the country of France, not just because it now
brought in new taxable revenues that they could use to fund wars, or just to enhance the
lives of their citizens. This was good because of how they viewed economics in their time.
The thought at the time was on hoarding ones gold and silver. This was thought to maintain
wealth, and then allow a country or person to control everything else. This is not in fact true
though, as Adam Smith states in The Wealth of Nations. "The wealth of the country consists,
not in its gold and silver only, but in its lands, houses, and consumable goods of all different
kinds."3 ln saying this, the point is that there is more to ones wealth than just gold. This
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naive French country was about to understand quickly as they were to lose both their
precious sugar as well as their coveted colony.
With everything going so good, how was this to happen? lt was hope, it was the
thought of freedom, and most importantly it was the French revolution. With this mixture
and the plantation owners not preparing for a revolt, they prepared themselves to fail if
one were to occur. ln 1789 France went into frenzy when people were not happy.Their
bitterness was due to the economy, and their wellbeing. People were not being well fed
and their appetite for food was not filled, so they became hungry for a change. Anything
that could get them out of debt and living better lives with a higher standard of living would
easily fill their appetite. This is nothing new in history, as Buddhist monks believe that
nearly all wars are caused due to economics strife, which can be easily seen as follows
"When one nation's army turns its guns on another, far from starting a war, they are the
products of a war started long ago through economic exploitation."4. As one can see, the
French people had had enough, and needed a change, so they revolted. Although the
intentions were not to affect the island that we now call Haiti, it most certainly did. Like
most quarrels those who were educated did not agree on their motherlands internal clash.
Some wanted the monarchy and stood true to it, while others wanted their freedom. This
was a precursor as the revolution created a declaration on august 26th in L7g8, only months
after the start of the revolt. This declaration was approved by the national assemble, but
was not good for business in Haiti or anywhere where there were slaves, that is if the
colony was forced to follow suit. This is because of the first two articles in the declaration.
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The first is "Men are born and remain free and equal in rights. Social distinctions may be
founded only upon the general good."s, which means that every person born thereafter is
to be free. lf that wasn't enough the second states 'The aim of all political association is the
preservation of the natural and imprescriptible rights of man. These rights are liberty,
property, security, and resistance to oppression."6thus freeing all slaves.
The Haitian revolution was thus born, although ! was conceived two years prior, with
the French revolution, it was born none-the-less in 1791.lt was born to hope and hatred.
This hope was seeded when news of the "Declaration of Rights of Man" reached the island
This stirred up the island, mainly the mulattos, but the exploitation of slaves continued as if
the declaration wasn't made. This baby that was due in LTSLbegan to kick in 1790 when
the mulattos had a series of revolutions led by Vincent 0g6.'All they wanted was their
rights, which were granted to the French a year earlier, but the colonists denied them
These colonists forgot that there is power in numbers, and even the mulattos had nearly
the same population as the whites. These mini revolts echoed throughout the island, and
were heard on the sugar plantations. They did not stop there though, they inspired the
slave population, and with one spark the revolution began.
The slave revolt started in the north of the island, and worked its way down. Within
less than a year the revolution grew to over 100,000 strong, and they had taken revenge on
over 4,000 whites. Their hatred fueled them, and their hope to be free drove them. ln an
effort to regain control France gave the mulattos that led them equality that they had
wanted. This seemed to slow down the revolution, but it was not over or even close to
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stopping. The flame grew even larger when France declared war on Great Britain, and in
retaliation the British as well as the Spanish began to fuel the revolution. They fueled it by
giving the revolutionaries everything from ammunition to food. The slaves themselves
declared Haiti a free colony, and in t794, it was followed up by Maximilien Robespierre
granting freedom to everyone in France and her colonies. The British and Spanish forces
had many early successes as they aliened themselves with the slaves and mulattos who
were let by Toussaint L'Ouverture. Their success came to a halt then Toussaint switched
sides to the French in return for the slave's freedom, and thus led to both British and
Spanish defeat. Toussaint was no fool, as he led many of the battles and is credited with
defeating many foes, but he too became power hungry and corrupt. He decided to keep
control of Haiti and thus France, who he was to give Haiti back to, invaded Haiti once more.
Finally this area called Haiti was somewhat at rest, but that was not to last long. Toussaint,
who was still in charge of Haiti, accepted an invitation to board a French ship. Upon
boarding he was taken prisoner, and shipped to France, where he died in jail.
Following Toussaint's disappearance Haiti was rode the waves that Europe and the
United States left in their wake. They tried to cope and fight for better policies to favor
them, but the revolution left its mark. As of late the estimations of the slave revolt caused
over 350,000 Haitian death and approximately 50,000 European soldiers deaths. Although
the slaves got their freedom it cost Haiti its economy. Haiti went from being second to only
Great Britain in exports to the United States to 45th of 50 companies that trade in the
United Statess. This was of course after the fifty years that the United States embargoed
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Haiti. The revolution is still affecting Haiti; as they are still considered a third world country
and many countries still do not take them seriously. This can been seen in many different
figured. Fore example Haiti's average GDP (gross domestic product) for the years 1990
through 2010 was -1-.1 percent and their average inflation was L5 percent during those
same years'. This may not mean anything to some people, but to put those facts into
perspective the average inflation in the United States per year is approximately 3 percent.
Not only is that astounding, but also is their poverty line, which is at 55 percent of people
who do not make a dollar and twenty-five cents a dayto, this does not even compare to the
figures held by the United States.
So the question is still there, was the revolution a success or a failure? The answer is
in fact, not a success, but a failure. They may have succeeded in gaining their independence,
and the abolishment of slavery, along with their freedom, but in the end they were given
the short end of the stick. Although they were worse off with slavery, as it was one of the
most brutal places to be a slave with its birth rate below its death rate, as a whole they are
worse off. Their economy is in the ground and they traded one slave owner for another.
There were many factors that led to this, mistakes that if made could have helped them.
First off they killed most of the whites on the island in revenge. The problem with this is
that the whites were respected, and blacks weren't. This was seen when Toussaint said
"General Washington Ceased to view our republic with fair eyes"lt. This was the feeling of
nearly the whole world except maybe Thomas Jefferson who said:
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It is indeed an animating thought that, while we are securing our rights ourselves
and our prosperity, we are pointing out the was to struggling nations who wish, like
us, to emerge from their tyrannies also...Heaven help their struggle, and lead them,
as it us, triumphantly through them.12
He in fact wanted to help, but as a slave owner he was hesitant to help because he did not
want this fever to spread and ruin his fortune. The Haitians also, in their rage, burned down
their cash crops, and thus destroyed their economy in the long run. Granted their leaders
could not control this rage as it was that of a gigantic mad mob, but non-the-less it
happened. Then to add to the mess they really did not have an example to follow, as every
other prosperous nation near was more versatile. Their big problem was that neither the
United States nor many countries in Europe accepted Haiti as a country, even after it had
won its independence. This was because the French did not, and the French were not
willing to let go of Haiti. Then, in an effort to officially be free, Haiti obliged to the French
demand for repayment. This payment was 150 million gold franks to be paid in five yearsl3
This crippled their country and they have not been able to dig themselves out of the hole
they accepted.
Each one of these points set out above may make it look like Haiti is not at fault, but
that is the microanalysis. When looking at the macro analysis one can see that Haiti brought
it on themselves with their choices. For example, they could have not become slaves to
France with debt. Also Haiti has not returned to producing the products in which they have
a competitive advantage. Also they need to drop their tariffs, as it had been found that
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"Countries that have restricted foreign trade and investment may have avoided foreign
exploitation, but remained desperately poor nonetheless"la. And they need not worry
about getting large gains, but rather trade as Adam Smith states 'The importation of gold
and silver is not the principal, much less than the sole benefit which a nation derives from
its foreign trade"ls. The problem during the early 1800's was that the "relationship between
Jefferson's purchase of the Louisiana territory from Napoleon in L803 and the ongoing
attempt by North American historiography to suppress awareness of Haiti following its
independence and abolition of slavery in L8O4"16, but this was not to be blamed completely
on the United States. This is because Haitidid not make itself large enough forthe United
States to recognize them. They did not work hard enough to be seen.
Haiti can blame anyone they would like for their struggles. As a matter of fact they
are trying to get the 150 million gold franks equivalent back that they paid the French. The
problem is that everyone has struggles. There were once two identical twin brothers and
their father was an alcoholic, and they had no mother. When they grew up one became a
successful businessman, and the other followed in his father's footsteps, and was an
alcoholic. They were both asked why they turned out the way they did, and the alcoholic
twin answered 'what do you expect with a father like mine'. Yet when the Successful twin
was asked the same question he answered 'what do you expect with a father like mine'.
The moral of the story is that it doesn't matter what you did in the past, or what setbacks
you have incurred; it is what you make of each situation. The question is not whether or not
the revolution is a failure, because it was, it is will Haiti grow up to be a successful
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